
Editorial Notes-;

ong U!
'THE BALL 15 IN YOUR COURT: says Smith to Wilson. As far as they are
concerned, the future of four million Africans is something to be hit
back and forth in a sort of game between the clique of white racialists
in Salisbury and the imperialists parading themselves as a socialist
government in London. The masses in Zimbabwe-and the rest of
Mrica and the world-are supposed to look on admiringly while the
white bwaoas play tennis with their future.

The issue is falsely presented, both in Salisbury and Whitehall, as
one of independence for 'Rhodesia', Mr. Smith and his clique are Dot
anti·imperialists; they are rabid white racialists who are demanding a
free hand to practise exactly the same sort of colonialism as that of
the Verwoerd gang south of the. Limpopo. British imperialism is not
opposed in principle to thiS dc.mand. Britain has neyer cared about or
defended the rights of Africans or any other peoples she pretended to
protect; in 1909 the Westminster Parliament, in adopting the South
African Act, handed over to Smuts and Botha exa.ctiy' what Smith is- . . ..
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demandiog today: a Constitution for white domination with 'safe
guards' for African rights which history has proved to have been
completely worthless. Smith and.Co. are only in office today by virtue
of the disgustingly undemocratic 1961 constitution imposed by West
minster against the strongest protests of the leaders of the African
J'Q8.jority.

What is at stake is not whether Zimbabwe shall be ruled by the
'Rhodesia Front' or by the Colonial Office; it is genuine independence
-i.e., the transfer of power to the elected representatives of the
·majority. Certainly, the pressing and immediate need is to kick the
Smith gang out of office in Salisbury. But it is a grave mistake to think
the alternative is a return to colonialism; and a dangerous illusion to
imagine that British imperialism, whether by force or by negotiations,
can be relied 00 to achieve a democratic solution based on majority
rule.

Let us briefly glance back on the qrigins of the present crisis.

RHODES AND THE CONQUEST OF ZAMBIA

The conquest of Zimbabwe by the British imperialists at the end of ,the
nineteenth century constitutes one of the most sordid chapters in the
Scramble for Africa.

Lobengula the Jegendary king ruJed over a peacefuJ kingdom which
desired nothing but to be left alone. But this was not to be.

The discovery of diamonds in South Africa in 1867 and the still
more important discovery of gold on the Witwatersrand in 1886 twned
the whole of ~uthernAfrica into a battlefield between the imperialist
powers of Europe. The struggle between Britain and Germany was
already beginning to be a major factor in international politics. All the
territories bordering on the Witwatersrand became the object of aU
sorts of schemers and adventurers aided and abetted by either Britain
or Gennany. .

The most notorious of all was Cecil Rhodes. This man, who made
mj)Jions of pounds through ruthless exploitation. of the Africans,
hated our people. So much so that the educational and other trusts
created after his death were specifically to benefit all nations except the
Africans out of whom he made his money. As head of the British South
Africa Company he planned and executed the diabolical plot for the
destruction of Lobengula and his kingdom which was thereafter named
Rhodesia. The manner in which this was done has left a deep searing
wound in the hearts and minds of all Africans.

We cannot in this brief survey go into all the tragic details of this,
part of the history of Zimbabwe. But by 1890 the British South Africa
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Co. incorporated in London had with the help of paid· mercenaries
conquered Zimbabwe. Despite great skill and courage the military
machine of Lobengula was smashed by modern arms. The British
government throughout pretended it had nothing to do with the enter
prise. In fact the plan to overthrow the kingdom of Lobengula had the
blessing of the government of the day from beginning to end. The
services of Cecil Rhodes to British Imperialism were suitably recognised
thereafter.

The British South Africa Company ruled the country from 1890 to
1923. During that time all the practices with which we are familiar in
South Africa were applied to the Africans in Southern Rhodesia. The
common law of South Africa, Roman-Dutch Law, was adopted. The
-ftow of White settlers from South Africa was encouraged. The ISO,333
square miles of Southern Rhodesia were parcelled out to White settlers
who more often than not were given land seized from Africans for
nothing. 48 million acres were thus placed under White ownership of
which to this day only under one million acres is under cultivation.
40.4 million acres were 'reserved' for use by the Africans. Then there
arC: the so-called Native Purchase Areas consisting of 4t million acres
under control by the government Land Board. These are areas' pur
chaserl by the government allegedly to relieve the land shortage among
the 4 million Africans. The notorious Land Apportionment Act
(counterpart of the 1913 Land Act of South Africa) pegs the land
position in this unjust fashion making the Question of Land Reform
and distribution a crucial one in Zimbabwe.

With most of the best land firmly wrested from the Africans the
Settlers proceeded to create their state on the model of South Africa.

The Pass system was introduced in 1895. The hut tax and poll tax
followed. Labour recruitment and regulation came next. The colour
bar was rigorously applied in all aspects of life sometimes even more
viciously than in South Africa. And on the basis of cheap labour
development proceeded apace. Gold, asbestos, chrome, iron ore, coal
were discovered and exploited. Tobacco which is today the biggeSt
money-earner was cultivated.

In 1923 the British government assuming direct control of the
territory promulgated a new constitution which placed political power
in the hands of the White minority. More discriminatory laws followed.
Commercial and trade opportunities were limited to Whites. Education
and technical skills of all kinds were reserved for the White settlers.
Thus the country today spends £100 per annum on each White child
and £8 per annum on each African child. ·This amounts to an expendi~
ture of 4t million pounds on education for 4 million Africans and
10 million pounds for 220,000 Whites. There are only two big hospitals
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for Africans in Bulawayo and Salisbury; Whites have excellent health
facilities which with one of the highest standards of livinj: in the world
they do not need in any case. Tobacco fanning is reserved for Whites.
in practice, and there are no marketing facilities for other products
produced by African farmers.

The settlers were even allowed to control their own anny. It is
significant that with the exception of South Africa and Southern
Rhodesia the imperialist powers have always retained direct control of
the anny ·in their colonies. In other words the imperialists recognised
the White minorities in both countries as a social support for their
policies of oppressing and exploiting the indigenous population.

All this was done even whilst the British government in solemn
declarations repeated over and over again that it regarded 'African
interests as paramount' in Southern Rhodesia. This double-talk has
never ceased to this day.

•
AFRICAN REVOLT

The African people never accepted defeat. Three years after the rule
of the British South Africa Company began they rose in revolt. The
uprising was mercilessly crushed.

Then early in the twenties they formed the Southern Rhodesia
African National Congress and the Industrial and Commercial Workers'
Union. Both these organizations campaigned for ·the rights of the
African people without much success before the SCcond World War.

The defeat of Hitlerite fascism by the Soviet Union and the emergence
of the Socialist World, set the stage for the gigantic changes in the
world. The colonial system in Asia collapsed. New stirrinp of struggle
appeared in Africa.

The trade ·union movement pioneered by the I.C.U. 'revived in Zim.,.
babwe especially among ·railway workers under the leadership of
Joshua Nkomo. With the help of young militants such as Chikerema
and George Nyandoro the African National Congress of Southern
Rhodesia was re-established on a new basis under ~ leadership of
Joshua Nkomo.

The White settlers refused ·to r~._that the balance of power
on the world arena had changed in favour of the oppressed people. A
new plot was hatched to forestall the march to freedom of the people
in Zimbabwe. British imperialism and its agents-the White settlers
created the·Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland in 19'3 in the teeth
of African opposition. -This Federation. was a device whereby the
policies and practices· of Southern Rhodesia could be extended to
Northern Rhodesia and NyasaJand. It was considered that the social
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> support of the White settlers together ,with the copper of Northern
Rhodesia and the labour of- Nyasaland would form a solid basis for
rule in Central Africa for generations to come.
. What the imperialists conceived as a means of maintaining their rule
turned out to be the instrument of their defeat.

Tremendous political agitation and organisation of the masses took
place centred on opposition to Federation. This· found expression in
Zimbabwe. General strikes, boycotts and other mas, campaigns by the
African National Congress followed. The White settlers replied with
their usual weapons. In terms of the Unlawful Organizations Act, the
African National Congress of Southern Rhodesia and other organiza
tion·s (e.g. the A.N.C. of South Africa) were declared illegal and various
leaders were detained without trial. The National Democratic Party
was fonned.

THE 1961' CONSTITUTION

Side by side with repression attempts were made from time to time to
improve the -imilge of the racialist Southern Rb~esian regime. Thus
in 1961 a new constitution was adopted which provided for 15 African
members of parliament in a bouse of65. A bugecampaign was launched
to induce Africans to accept tbis humiliating constitution. A so-called
'build' a nation' publicity stunt was CUD. The people's organizations
opposed. and defeated these manoeuvres.

The National Democratic Party was banned and the Zimbabwe
African People's Party was founded to' continue Ute struggle for free
dom. The settler government introduced still more repressive legislation.
The Unlawful Organizations Act was amended. A Preventive Detention
law was passed. The Law and Order Maintenance Act was promulgated
... all in 1962. '

In 1964 the Federation finally collapsed. and Malawi and zambia
emerged as independent African states. Rhodesia remained unfree.
Fearful of change the White settlers entrusted their destinies to the
most reactionary section of the ruling class, namely, the Rhodesian
Front led by Mr. Ian Smith-an admirer of South Africa's Dr.
Verwoerd and of Salazar. The Rhodesian Front government rounded
up hundreds of African leaders and detained them in detention camps
notably at Gonakudzingwa where Chibwechitedza. Joshua Nkomo is
held. Simultaneously they announced their intention to achieve
mdependence for' Rhodesia under White Minority Rule. 1be settlers
wanted' to repeat the tragedy of 1910 in South Africa. Instead they
might produce a farce. ' .

1broughout the past 70 years the British imperialists. and· the White
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settlers of Rhodesia have jointly shared in the oppression alJ,d exploita~

tion of the Africans. Being a world imperialist power Britain is more
sensitive to the changes that have taken place on the world arena. The
tactics of imperialiSm have changed. Mr. Macmillan, the British
Ptemier, had indicated this clearly in the famous 'Winds of Change'
Speech delivered appropriately enough in Capetown in 1961. It had
become necessary for imperialism to appear to accept the end of open
colonialism whilst retaining economic interests intact. D,irect political
control had to give way to a neo-colonialism in which the imported
civil service and administrators would be replaced by elected leaders,
and reliance placed on economic levers and blackmail to maintain
dependence.

Looked at from the point of view of the monopoly capitalists of
London or Paris, this retreat seemed reasonable enough. In return for
the sacrifice of some soft jobs in the colonial service and intangible
dreams ofempire, they ensured, for a while at any rate, the continuance
of high profit~rates on their investments which had always been the
prime purpose of colony-grabbing. But from the point of view of the
white minorities in African countries, it did not seem reasonable at all.
They had always been the most loyal agents and servitors ofimperialism.
In return for the comforts and privileges of a caste aristocracy, they had
for many years acted in the unpopular and sometimes dangerous
capacity of policemen, to 'keep the natives in their places'. The neo
colonialist strategies reduced their privileges and endangered their
status. They' considtred that they were being betrayed. Hence, the white
Sou"th Africans, the white Kenyans, the white Algerians, and the white
'Rhodesians' (or 'Rhodesites') resisted the new strategies of London
and Paris, and won strong support in this process from diehard
imperialist and jingo elements in the metropolitan countries.

ECHOES OF HISTORY

It is in this situation that frenzied flights are taking place of Prime
Ministers to and from London to Salisbury, and acrimonious 'nego
tiations' going on in public about (but without the participation 00
the African people, in an atmosphere loud with echoes of Munich and
the 'Union of South Africa' betrayal of 1910.

Here in microcosm is the image of modem imperialism reftected. A
small 'European' minority grown rich on the forced labour and stolen
resources of Africans in an African country, violently resisting the
efforts of the indigenous majority to claim their birthrights to the
government and the wealth of their motherland. Wilson talks sanc
timoniously of not using force-but who is using force and violence
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in Zimbabwe? As in the neighbouring Republic, faced with a challenge
to minority power and privilege, the White Supremacist regime has
reacted with Verwoerdian ferocity.

The African organizations have been outlawed, hundreds of Africans
sent into exile and restriction without trial, Todd and other White
liberals who have sided with the Blacks placed under restriction, the
press intimidated and the most outspoken daily paper suppressed.
because it dared to voice the grievances of the Africans. Ferocious
Yorster-styJe laws have been placed on the statute book in terms of
which militant forms of political opposition are turned into 'crimes'
and many Africans have been sentenced to death because, the legal
avenues closed, they have resorted to 'illegal' and on occasion violent
methods of asserting their claims.

Smith is a racist and a reactionary every bit as vicious as Verwoerd.
He stands for the continued domination of the 200,000 Whites over the
4,000,000 Africans in Rhodesia. He has openly boasted that, despite
claims that the 1961 constitution 'opens the way' to majority rule,
there will never be an African majority government 'in my lifetime'.
To bargain with such a man is like bargaining with Hitler. His pledges
will ·prove to be no more than scraps of paper. Should he himself
attempt to honour them, he will be removed with as much celerity
as Todd, Whitehead and Field were removed before him when they
tried to tone down the demands of the .white extremists. Any agreement
with Smith will be no more enduring than Munich. .

And quite as shameful. Let us be quite categorical-ony agreement
with Smith· means a final and complete betrayal of African rights.
Once the 'Rhodesians' are granted 'independence' under the 1961
Constitution, or any variant thereof which leaves power in the hands of
representatives of the white minority, they will use that power to
entrench themselves and monopolize citizen rights and economic
opportunities for themselves. Any 'safeguards' inserted as a sop to the
left-wing of the Labour Party, to humanitarian and religious circles, or
to wo'rld opinion" will be as worthless as similar 'safeguards' have
proved in South Africa over the past hundred years.

In 1853 when the Cape Colony was first granted 'representative
government' there was no formal colour bar in the constitution. Any
man could vote for and sit in the old Cape parliament-provided he
has the necessary property and educational qualifications. The white
colonists were quite happy-for hardly any men of colour, as they
knew very well, had or could get enough property and schooling to
qualify. When, in the course of time, the numbers of non-white voters
grew uncomfortably high, the Cape Parliament (headed, incidentally,
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by the self-same Cecil Rhodes) merely changed the constitution to raise
the qualifications.

The 1910 Constitution of the Union of South Africa contained· a
number of 'entrenched elauses' which, it was said would always
safeguard the voting rights which non-whites had in the Cape Province,
but in South Mrica today (always observing the letter of the law!)
the successive white governments have successfully whittled away these
former rights until the 12 million Africans and the 500,000 Indians have
no representation at all in Parliament or any other sphere of govern
ment, while all that is left of the Coloured vote is that some Coloured
men in the Cape Province are allowed to choose, in a separate election,
four whites to speak for them in a House of Assembly oft S6 members.

Nor can any reliance be placed on the concept of guaranteeing
African rights by international treaty-a Tory ifiJea which, at one
stage was refurbished by Wilson in order to stall and prolong tbe
'negotiations'-and promptly rejected by Smith. Such a treaty could
be of no value if it depended on the imperialists to implement it. Look
at the case of South·West Africa.

The United Nations as, long ago as 1946 came to the co.nelusion that
South Mrica had violated the League of Nations mandate and demanded
that South-West Africa be placed under U.N. trusteeship. But no action
has been taken to enforce repeated U.N. resolutions, and there is no
guarantee that even when the present long-drawn-out proceedings at
the International Court of Justice at The Hague are completed, any
thing will be done to implement a decision unfavourable to South
Mrica. In -fact, there is not even overwhelming confidence among
observers that the court will return a verdict against South Africa.
International treaties are only meaningful if the parties to them are
determined to enforce them.

It can hardly be supposed that the British government is so politically
innocent as to be unaware of these hard realities. They know that
surrender to the demands of the Smith settlers' committee in Salisbury
would be such a blatant sell-out as to inflict irreparable damage on what
remains of Britain's international reputation. It would immediately
precipitate the final collapse of the ramshackle British Commonwealth.
It is such considerations-and not any genuine concern with African
rights-that keep Mr. Wilson and his colleagues in a flurry of plane
flights, stratagems, proposals and counter-proposals, in a series of
desperate attempts to avert or postpone a showdown.

NO MIDDLE ROAD

Neither the British Labour Party nor any other British Party-with the
sale, honourable exception of the Communist Party-faced the real
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issue of Zimbabwe. The 'middle road' so anxiously sought in endless
talks in London, Salisbury and now proposed in Malta, just does 'not
exist. There are o~y two alternatives: a sell-o'ut to Smith and Co. as
demanded by Lord Salisbury and the British Fascists who made Smith
their hero wheti he visited Britain; or kick the Smith gang out and
transfer power to an in~ependent,African Zimbabwe under a demo
cratic, one-man-one-vote constitution. To date, there is not the slightest
indication that Mr. Wilson is prepared to consider this alternative--
the only way out acceptable to the four million, 16--to-one African
majority in Zimbabwe, and to the whQle of Africa and practically
the whole world as 'refiected ·in' the U.N. resolution on this theme.

Instead of respecting the same emphatic view when informed of it
by Mr. Nkomo-who was brought from his place of detention for the
interview, and promptly returned to it afterwards, Mr. Wilson took the
opportunity to give a lecture to the man with whom, instead of Mr.
Smith, he should have been negotiating independence with as majority
leader. By his own account Wilspn.tried to 'work on' Nkomo, Sithole
and other African leaders-to get them to help operate the insulting
and fraudulent 1961 constitution. We find it difficult to exercise
restraint in commenting on the thick-skinned insensitivity ·and racial
arrogance which permits Mr. Wilson not only to try to bully patriots
on such an oCcasion, but even to come back and boast about it in the
British padiament. How coUld a Labour man sink so low as to play
the police nark and try to get patriots to sell the very principles for
which they are being martyred? How could a self-proclaimed socialist
-who never suffered or sacrificed for his principles-have the thunder
ing impudence to lecture better men than he, who are at present
sacrificing bitterly for theirs? It would have been more appropriate
and dignified for Wilson to have gone more humbly to the African
leaders, not to teach but to leatn.

H the British Labour Govenunent were seriously concerned with
democratic principles and African rights they would not be spinning
out a series of endless negotiations, acts of appeasement, and con
jurors' tric~ with Royal Commissions and terms of reference, as if

. Smith and Co. were a major world power instead ofan unrepresentative
little gang who speak for a settler population equivalent to that of a
medium-sized English tOWD-and not all of them at that. H they meant
business, there would have been no such absurd nonsense. Instead of
promises that even in the event of an illegal and unilateral declaration
of 'independence' there would be 'no use offorce' (what could be better
calculated to encourage such a desperate act 1) the mere threat of such
'rebellion' would have seen the British Lion roaring into action.

At the very time when Wilson made this Promise to the white
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Rhodesians, British troops were in action in Aden, wherc-:-with far less
justification, indeed with no justification-Britain had suspended the
constitution, arrested the elected leaders of the people and hundreds
of their supporters. and imposed martial law.

When British imperialism considered the progressive policies of the
Jagan government in British Guiana not to its liking, it similarly sent
in troops, dismissed the elected government, and unilaterally imposed a
trick constitution designed to ensure that Jagan's People's Progressive
Party would not be returned to office. It is now negotiating 'indepen
dence' with the more favoured Burnham government, under the same
fraudulent constitution.

Nor should anyone think that the Labour Party has more scruples
about this sort of conduct towards 'rebellious' colonials than the
Tories. It was under Labour that Britain deposed and banished
Seretse Khama of Bechuanaland. Labour also backed a savage colonial
war in Kenya and jailed Jomo Kenyatta and hundreds of other patriots.

Why doesn't the British government act the same way in Rhodesia?
Why don't they fly in troops, suspend the-rotten 1961 Constitution;
arrest Smith and his 'Cabinet' as rebels and inciters of violence;
release Nkomo, Sithole. Todd and all other political prisoners and
detainees; convene and organize a constituent assembly on the basis
of universal adult franchise to draw up a proper independence con
stitution?

Africans could be forgiven for thinking that the British Labour
government. whose proposals on Commonwealth immigration shows
them hardly less afDicted by racialism and colour-prejudice than their
Tory opposite numbers, is soft on the Smith gang merely because they
happen to be white.

No doubt there is a strong element of colour-prejudice involved.
With a dicey majority in Parliament and a strong element of white
chauvinism among the electorate which (as the last general election
showed) the Tories do not scruple to fan and exploit. the opportunist
and unprincipled British Labour Party is terrified of a confrontation
with the 'kith and kin' in Zimbabwe-most of whom, incidentally, are
probably not of British but of South African origin.

But it would be an over-simplification to imagine that racial and
colour affinities alone can account for Britain's appeasement of th.e
white settlers. As a matter of fact, by encouraging them in their in
transigence, Britain is exposing them to an eventual day of wrath from
the African masses which is likely to be far more painful than a relatively
peaceful intervention by British troops now. If the white 'Rhodesians'
do not want to adjust themselves to being ordip8IY. unprivileged
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citizens ofan African state, they could be assisted to emigrate; and if the
British are so worried about the financial and material loss thus
suffered by their 'kith and kin'-though they have done pretty hand
somely out of Africa already-let Britain pay them compensation.
This is not an insoluble or even a very serious problem. In fact it is not
the main problem at all.

THE %AMBESI LINE

The main problem for British imperialism is that white 'Rhodesia' is
an essential element in the whole imperialist grand strategy of main
taining the 'Z8mbesi Line' as th~ last-ditch defence of colonialism in
Africa.

It is an essential link in the Pretoria-Salisbury-Lisbon axis, secretly
supported and openly financed and anned by NATO and Anglo
American imperialism for the containment of the African Revolution
and the protection of the enormous profits which-independence
no(withstanding-'Western' monopoly capitalists continue to drain out
of our continent.

A victory for the cause of human liberty in Zimbabwe would be a
shattering blow at the forces which seek to strangle Africa, to keep her
people impoverished and backward labour-cattle for the greater profit
of foreign monopolies. It would bring the tidal wave of the African
Revolution to the banks of the Limpopo River, to the gates of the very
citadel and stronghold of colonialism in Africa-the fascist republic
of South Africa. '

That is the essential reason why (with the unqualified support of the
United States of America) Britain is battling might and main to main
tain or at least prolong the status quo in Salisbury. That is why, with
unparalleled hypocrisy, while. uttering piQus platitudes about their
concern for African rights, Wilson and his colleagues, obedient servants
of -international imperialism, are determined to postpone for as long
as they can the establishment of an independent African Zimbabwe.

At the bottom of all the double-talk, deliberate complications and
confusion of an essentially simple and straightforward situation lies
the hidden reality-the tremendous involvement of imperialist fortunes
in the maintenance of the apartheid regime in the South. As P. TIaIe
points out in his important study in this issue of our journal, South
Africa today has become a key area for the whole structure of inter·
national capitalism.

But if it is a key area for imperialism, it is equally-perhaps even
moro--a key area for the forces allover Africa and aU over the world
who are striving for freedom, peace and a better life. All ofus, wherever
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we may be, must act now to help the liberation forces to kick the Smith
gang out of office and defend the rights and freedom of our brothers
and sisters in Zimbabwe. This is more than a m~ral duty. It is our
own rights and freedom that are at stake.

November 9th, 1965

Pioneer Marxists 01 SOuth Africa
IT IS HALF a century since the formation in South Africa of the organiza
tion which made a spectacular break with all political traditions of
the country up to that time, and which led directly to the formation
of the Communist Party of South Africa. This organization was the
International Socialist League which held its first national conference
on January 9th, J916.

In the period before the First World War, African national strivings
were making their first organizational emergence in the formation of
the African National Congress (grappling with the iniquitous Land Act);
the embryo African working class was making its first tentative
essays into the field of industrial action; and the White trade union
movement and the South African Labour Party, though leading
militant wage struggles among organized White workers, operated as
though the South African situation was an exact replica of the British
scene-from which their most militant leaders had been transplanted
and as though the African population was non-existent.

The White trade unions and their political wing, the Labour Party,
had been established by immigrants, and many of the South. African
craft unions were branches of their British parent bodies. The Labour
Party was the party of an aristocracy of labour, 'with a standard of
living far above that or" the masses of African workers. and with a
policy of trying to entrench Whites in the skilled trades and stop any
African encroachment.

It was the outbreak of the war that, indirectly at first, precipitated
socialists into facing up to the need for an inter-racial unity based on
sound socialist principle. The war engulfod the country in a wave of
hysteria. Though in 1913 the Soutb African Labour Party had affiliated
to the International Socialist Bureau and had endorsed the Stuttgart
anti-war policy of international socialist parties, immodiately the war
started the right-wing element in th-e party pressed for official support
of -the government's war policy. The Administrative Committee of
the Party, under the chairmanship of W. H. Andrews. the outstanding
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labour leader of the day, later to become the chainnaD of tbe Commu
nist Party, passed a 'resolution protesting against 'the capitalistic
governments of Europe fomenting' a war which- can only benefit
international annament manufacturers' rings and other enemies of
the working class' and appealing to the workers to organjze and refrai,n
from participation in 'this unjust war'. That resolution was passed.
,but then the right wing of the party began to work on the branches tQ
stand behind Creswell in his offer to the Government to 'see the war
through'. The war policy was fiercely contested at the annual conference
of the Party, and by then the movement was split into pro- and anti
war sections.

]nSeptember 1914the War on War League was formed. The majority
of its leading members were also members of the Labour~Partyand
tried for a while to remain within the party. By the time a packed
Labour Party conference outvoted the militants by 82 votes to 30

.and decided to support the Botha-Smuts Government wholeheartedly
in the prosecution of the war, the need was not just for an anti-war
group but for a political party to preach the doctrines of international
socialism.

For, inside the Labour party the issue of the relations between
White and African labour had come to a head. The Party conference
that adopted a pro-war policy also had before it a resolution on party
membership. CresweU was the author of this draft which read 'Member
ship of the party shall be open to all persons of either sex of the age of
18. It is undesirable to adroit Coloured "persons to membership who
have not given practical gu'arantceS that they agree to the party's
policy of upholding and advancing white standards: W. H. Andrews
launched a fierce attack against this approach. 'The working class of
this country are the African people,' he said, 'and if this is rea1ly a
Labour Party and not a middle class party', we must adroit the African.
The decision was left in abeyance becauSe the main issue at the con·
ference was the war. Three of the party's leading officials and a militant
group of members left the confeience hall and the Party.

The anti-war section aSsembled to form an International League
dedicated to uphold the principles of socialism in the party, but the
victorious right-wing hounded them out of the movement by demanding
loyalty pledges for the duration of the war. On September 10th, 1915,
appeared the first issue of The International, organ of the International
Socialist League in which the editor, Ivon Jones announced 'Here we
plant the flag of the New International in South Africa" The League's
objects were to propagate the principles of international socialism
and anti-militarism and to promote international Socialist unity and
activity. Eight ~bour Party branches joined the League. "
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The Partlog of tile W.,.
A subsequent editorial in The International was headed 'The Parting
of the Ways'. Internationalism, it said, which did not concede the fullest
rights which the African working class was capable of claiming would
be a sham. One of the justifications for withdrawal from the Labour
Party, was that it gave them untrarnmeUed freedom to deal, regardless
of political fortunes, with the great African question.

The I.S.L. held its first national confereDCe in Johannesburg on
January 9th, 1916. S. P. Bunting came forward with a petition of rights
for the African worker. The League affirms', his draft said, 'that the
emancipation of the working class requires the abolition of all fonns
of native indenture, compound and passport systems, and the lifting
of the African worker to the political and industrial status of the
White.'

Pursuing this vital issue in the columns of The International Bunting
wrote, 'The solidarity of labour fails the moment it is divided on race,
colour or creed.'

The International Socialist League began to make contact' and
common cause with African political movements, which in the closing
years of the First World War were entering a period of renewed
militancy, of strikes and anti-pass protests. When 152 striking African
sanitary workers were imprisoned, the Government cast about to
take action against the 'instigators' of the strike: Five leaders of the
African National Congress and three members of the International
Socialist League were arrested and charged with incitement to violepce
in the same court dock.

When 40,000 African miners stayed in their compounds and refused
to go on shift, the I.S.L. issued its famous 'Don't Scab' leaflet: 'White
workers! Do you hear the new army of labour coming?'

While the Labour Party rushed to the government offering to raise
battalions, for use in case of African risings, the International Socialist
League was helping to found the Industrial Workers of Africa. This
body circulated the first Marxist leaflet in Zulu and Sotho: "There is
only one way of deliverance', it said, 'Unite as workers, unite. Let there
no longer be any talk of Basuto, Zulu or Shangaan. You are aU
labourers. Let labour be your common bond.'

More and more under revolutionary Marxist leadership the League
was turning its back on the white chauvinist tradition of the LabOur
Party, and advancing towards the revolutionary position of the
developed Communist Party for the overthrow of the white supremacy
state and the national liberation of the oppressed African people.
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De R..... Rnolutioo
1be Ingue'sjournaJ, 'I'M International, edited by D. Ivon Jones. showed
profound Marxist undc:rstanding of the Russian revolution. Already,
at the time of the February 1917 revolution that overthrew Tsarism.
an editorial stated: '1bis is a bourgeois revolution, but it comes at a
time when capitalism is on the decline. It cannot be a repetition of
PI"cceding bourgeois revolutions.' In August these prophetic words
were followed by another leader in praise of Lenin ('Each week brings
fresh evidence ofhis correctness ...J and the October Socialist Revolu
tion was hailed as 'the greatest revolution of all times'. These insights
were all the more remarkable hailing from so far.away a comer of
the world as South Africa.

Even before the formation of the Third (Communist) International,
the League had written to the British Section -of the International
Socialist Bureau, advocating the formation of a well-knit united
executive comprising the revolutionary anti-militarist movements in
all countries. Early in 1920, the I.S.L. became one of the foundation
members of the Communist International.

In 1921 delegates of the I.S.L. and several other Marxist groups held
a conference in Johannesburg and agteod to unite in the formation of
a 'strongly disciplined and ceotraliud Party'. This agteement proceeded
later in the same year to the foundation of Africa's first Communist
Party, the Communist Party of South Africa. The Party from its
inception, though enjoying formal legality, was always under fire
from the Smuts government and its successors. But it fought back
courageously, and militantly, organizing the masses around their
daily demands, immensely raising the political level and consciousness
espccially . of the oppressed people and their national liberation
organizations, tirelessly fightiQg every manifestation of the racial
discrimination, national discrimination and arrogant chauvinism
which dominate the South African scene, and advancing the banner of
unity in the struggle for a free South Africa.

1be Party drew vitality from its roots among the masses, producing
great African leaders of the calibre of Al~ Nzula, Moses Kotane,
J. B. Marks and others who made major contributions not only to the
Communist and Trade: Union movements but also to the national
liberation movement in which they were universally respected leaders.
And in addition to such well-known figures were hundreds of rank
and-file workers and peasants trained and brought up in the struggle
by the Communist Party who have given wonderful examples of
honest leadership and coura.geous, self-sacrificing conduct in the fore
front of every struggle of the workers and oppressed people against
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pass laws and national oppression, for better wageS, land and Creedon:.
Since the neo-Nazi Nationalist Party government passed the Sup

pression of Communism Act in 1950, the Party has been banned anI:!
even to advocate or defend Communism or 'any of the objects of
Communism' made a punishable offence. The Communists have given
their answer. In the ranks of the underground South African Commu
nist Party, and playing their part in the national liberatio!1 movement
and Umkonto we Sizwe, ever close to the masses in the factories and in
the rural areas, they are carrying forward the struggle against the
brutal tyrants and murderers of the Verwoerd~Vorster regime. They
are working ceaselessly to. build unity of Communists and non-.
Communists in the nationalli.beration struggle, to avenge the hundreds
of comrades who have been tortured, jailed and done to dea.th by
Vorster's gorillas, to win a free South Africa. .

We look back on fifty years of revolutionary Marxist organjzation
in South Africa confident that Jones, Bunting, Andrews and their
comrades built on sound foundations. The Party they established bas
survived and will survive every storm to march in the front ranks in
the overthrow of colonialis'm and the building of a free and a socialist
South Africa.·

A NOTE FROM JACK WOODIS

I was a little surprised on reading in the latest issue of the AF1lICAN COMMl1NlST
the contribution on the discussion on democracy by Alex Chima. As I read
this article it increasingly dawned on me that certain parts seemed vaguely
familiar and, when I reached p. 69 I was pretty certain that I was reading
whole paragraphs which I myself had written on a previous occasion. On
checking my book, 'Mrica. The Way Ahead' I found that my suspicions were
well fOWlded. The whole of the penultimate para on page 69 of the AFRICAN
COMMUNIST appears on p. 57 of my book; and the rest of'p. 69, the whole·of
p. 70, and para ; on p. 11 are taken directly from pp. 20-21 and 22 of my
book.. . .

I am naturally a little flattered that an author should find my book 'so
useful, but I do .feel, with all due respect to AIel( Olima, that he might at
least have made some acknowledgement when using direct quotes, or,
alternatively, that he might have changed the wording even if he wanted· to
utilise my ideas. .
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